to the original TeVeS theory [32] , that possibly stems from the fact that the kinetic term for the unit-timelike vector field was of Maxwellian form which can violate the dominant energy condition [33] . Seifert has shown that more general Einstein-ether actions can be stable depending on the parameters. It is therefore of importance to check whether forms of TeVeS exist which have stable spherically symmetric solution and still can form large scale structure. Possible directions for deriving TeVeS-type theories from more fundamental theories are discussed in [34, 35, 36] .
In section-II, I lay down the action and derive the field equations. The cosmological equations for a (possibly curved) Friedman-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric are studied in section-III, where it is shown that they are identical with the TeVeS equations upto a rescaling of Hubble's constant. The cosmological solutions are therefore the same as those in TeVeS. I conclude that section by deriving an approximate (to an excellent degree) solution in the radiation era for a general family of scalar field functions.
To study large scale structure we need the cosmological perturbation equations about an FLRW universe. The gauge form-invariant perturbed equations are derived using the techniques in [37] and are given in section-IV for all types of perturbations, namely scalar vector and tensor perturbations. Using the approximate background solution in the radiation era from section-III, I construct the primordial adiabatic perturbation. The construction of the most general, regular primordial perturbation is quite involved and is given elsewhere [38] . Throughout the paper I use the conventions of Wald [39] .
II. FUNDAMENTALS : ACTION AND FIELD EQUATIONS

A. Preliminaries
TeVeS theory and the generalization herein, is a bimetric theory where gravity is mediated by a tensor fieldg ab with associated metric-compatible connection∇ a and well defined inverseg ab such thatg acg cb = δ a b , a timelike (dual) vector field A a such thatg ab A a A b = −1, and a scalar field φ. Matter is required to obey the weak equivalence principle, which means that there is a metric g ab with associated metric-compatible connection ∇ a , universal to all matter fields, such that test particles follow its geodesics. The tensor fieldg ab will be called the Einstein-Hilbert frame metric (see below) while g ab the matter frame metric.
The relation between the four above tensor fields (when the field equations are satisfied) is
with inverse
where A a =g ab A b .
B. The action principle
The theory is based on an action S, which splits as S = S g + S A + S φ + S m , where S g ,S A ,S φ and S m are the actions forg ab , vector field A a , scalar field φ and matter respectively.
The action forg ab , A a and φ is most easily written in the Einstein-Hilbert frame, and is such that S g is of EinsteinHilbert form
whereg andR are the determinant and scalar curvature ofg µν respectively and G is the bare gravitational constant. Due to the complicated nature of the equations, the numerical value of G will not be the measured value of Newton's constant as measured on Earth. The precice relation between them depends on the spherically symmetric solution which apart from depending on the arbitrary function V (see below), is not expected to be unique, just like the case of standard TeVeS [8, 40] . The action for the vector field A a is given by
where
λ is a Lagrange multiplier ensuring the timelike constraint on A a and K B , K + , K 0 and K A are dimensionless constants. The action for the scalar field φ is given by
where µ is a non-dynamical dimensionless scalar field, and V (µ) is an arbitrary function which must be such that dV dµ → µ 2 as µ → 0 in order to have exact MOND limit, while it must diverge as µ → µ 0 where µ 0 is a constant, in order to have exact Newtonian limit [41] . One example is the form considered in [41] which is
where ℓ B is a scale, µ a is a constant,n is an integer power andμ = µ µ0 . This general class of functions will also be used in this work.
The matter is coupled only to the matter frame metric g ab and thus its action is of the form
for some generic collection of matter fields χ A . One can further generalize the vector field action by making the constants K B , K + , K 0 and K A functions of the scalar field φ, as well as generalizing the scalar field action by inserting φ-dependent functions as coefficients of the termsg ab and A a A b in the kinetic term and a potential for φ . I leave this for future investigations (if warranted).
C. The field equations
Variation wrt the Lagrange multiplier λ gives back the timelike constraint on the vector field,g ab A a A b = −1. The matter stress-energy tensor T ab is defined by varying of the matter action w.r.t the matter frame metric as
Define tensors S ef cd ab and J abcde as
and
respectively. Then the field equations forg ab are given bỹ
whereG ab is the Einstein tensor ofg ab . The field equations for the vector field A a are
The field equation for the scalar field φ is
where the non-dynamical field µ is found by inverting
and therefore the arbitrary function V and its derivatives are nothing but functions of kinetic terms for φ, contracted withg ab and A a .
III. FLRW COSMOLOGY A. Equations
A most convenient coordinate system that is commonly used in cosmological perturbation theory is the conformal synchronous coordinate system with t denoting conformal time and xâ the spatial coordinates. This gives the matter frame metric with scale factor a as
where q ab is the metric of a space of constant curvature
, with radius of curvature r c and where K = 0 for a flat , K = 1 for positively curved and K = −1 for negatively curved space. The scale factor of the Einstein-frame metric is b = ae φ . The vanishing of the Lie derivative with respect to all the Killing vectors of the background spacetime gives φ =φ(t) only, while the vector field is pure gauge for this background.
The scalar field is governed by the TeVeS constraint which in this coordinate system reads,
which must be inverted to getμ(a,φ,φ), and the second order equation
dµ 2 . Both of the above are unchanged from TeVeS, because they are not affected by the vector field action.
Defining the constant
while the Raychandhuri equation is
whereρ andP are the energy density and pressure of a matter fluid, and evolve aṡ
with w =P /ρ.
B. Solution in the radiation era
For the form of the function above (7), it has been shown [13, 14, 41] that the scalar field tracks the dominant fluid such that the energy density of the fluid relative to the energy density in the scalar field is constant. This tracker behaviour is found in many scalar field dark energy (quintessence) models [42] . However it has also been shown [14] for the special case of the Bekenstein toy model (n = 2 and µ a = 2 in the function above), that in the radiation era for realistic baryon and radiation densities [43] the radiation tracker is almost never reached until just before the transition to the matter era. Instead the solution is such thatφ evolves as a powerlaw of the scale factor. I show here that this is also true for the generalized function above.
In the deep radiation era, for the function (7), µ is very large and we get that
During this timeφ is very subdominant and we may assume that˙b b ≈ȧ a . The Friedmann equation then gives
whereφ i is the initial condition of φ andρ r is the radiation energy density. Define
where ρ 0r is the proper radiation density today (as given by the radiation temperature), H 0 is the Hubble constant today, and the solution to the Friedman equation during radiation era is
Althoughφ is subdominant, we expect it to grow in order to approach the tracker solution. We therefore assume the ansatz
where φ 1 and m are constants. I assume that initiallyφ = 0. Now the variable q = −2µφ evolves as
which gives the evolution of µ as
The solution is
so φ 1 > 0 and we get
irrespective of ℓ B and µ 0 . We now use the TeVeS constraint onφ for the large µ to geṫ
Using 31) and
For the TeVeS case, i.e. n = 2, andφ i = 0, we get the Dodelson-Liguori [14] 
.
IV. COSMOLOGICAL PERTURBATIONS
The perturbed equations are written directly in Fourier space, and are thus dependent on the wave number k. Let us first define the following constants :
As it turns out, for scalar and tensor modes K A never appears by itself to linear order and is always absorbed in to the combination K t defined above. Moreover the constant κ d functions as a damping constant in the scalar mode vector field equation when expressed in gauge invariant variables. When κ d = 0, the vector field equation is independent of k. Thus κ d must be positive and very close to zero, for if it were negative, the perturbations would have negative square speed of sound on flat space and thus be greatly unstable on small scales, while if it were large and positive, it would damp the vector field on cosmological scales, which would render the theory irrelevant for structure formation. The constants K t and R K must be obey 0 < K t < 2 and 0 < R K ≤ 1 respectively for the energy densities and the square speed of sound of all modes to be positive (the last conditions are sufficient to ensure that κ d ≥ 0). Thus scalar modes depend on K t , K F and R K and tensor modes on K F and R K only. For vector modes the situation is slightly different and all constants K i are needed. In that case one can use the parameters K t , K F and R K defined above but one more is needed which can be either K A or K B which must obey
A. Scalar modes Scalar modes are defined as in [37] . The scalar field is perturbed as φ =φ + ϕ. The vector field has only one scalar mode, α, because the other one is fixed by the timelike constraint and is defined as A i = ae −φ ∇ i α. The matter frame metric has four scalar modes Ξ, χ, ζ and ν such that g 00 = −a
The Einstein frame metric has also four scalar modesΞ,χ,ζ andν defined in a similar way, related to the matter frame metric asΞ = Ξ + ϕ,χ = χ + 6ϕ,ζ = ζ − (1 − e −4φ )α and ν = ν. The fluid variables are the density contrast δ = δρ ρ and momentum divergence θ such that the fluid velocity perturbation is defined as u i = a ∇ i θ, where u a is the unit-timelike wrt g ab fluid velocity.
Fluid equations
The density contrast evolves asδ
where C 2 s = δP δρ is the speed of sound. The momentum divergence evolves aṡ
where Σ is the fluid's scalar anisotropic stress (see [37] ).
Scalar field equations
The scalar field perturbation evolves asφ
where the auxiliary scalar field perturbation γ [44] evolves aṡ
3. Vector equation
The vector field equation isα
where the auxiliary gauge invariant vector mode E evolves as
The coupling to the matter velocity in the equation above has been eliminated with the use of (44) below.
Einstein equations
The two Einstein constraint equations arė
while the propagation equations are
for the coupling to the perturbed pressure and
for the coupling to the shear.
B. Vector modes
Vector modes are defined as in [37] . All vector modes have two polarizations and are purely spacial and divergenless. The vector field has a vector mode β i and is defined as A i = ae −φ β i . The matter frame metric has two vector modes r i , and f i such that g 0i = −a 2 r i and g ij = 2a 2 ∇ (i f j) . The Einstein frame metric has also two vector modesr i , andf i defined in a similar way, related to the matter frame metric asr i = r i − (1 − e −4φ )β i andf i = f i . The fluid variable is the vector mode v i in the fluid momentum such that the fluid velocity perturbation is defined as u i = av i .
Fluid equations
The fluid vector mode v evolves aṡ
where σ (v) is the fluid's vector anisotropic stress (see [37] ).
Vector field equations
The vector mode equation isβ
while the auxiliary vector mode ǫ evolves as
Notice that unlike scalar modes, the parameter K A is no longer redundant. In this case we can parametrize the vector field with K t , K B , K F and R K .
Einstein field equations
We have the constraint equations
and the propagation equation
C. Tensor modes
Tensor modes are defined as in [37] . All tensor modes have two polarizations and are purely spacial and divergenless. The matter frame metric has a tensor mode H ij ,such that g ij = a 2 H ij . The Einstein frame metric has also a tensor modeH ij defined in a similar way, related to the matter frame metric asH ij = H ij . The equation of motion for the tensor mode H is
where σ (T ) is the fluid's tensor anisotropic stress (see [37] ).
D. Adiabatic initial conditions for scalar modes
Conformal synchronous gauge in radiation era
We start by adopting the scalar mode perturbation equations, to the synchronous gauge (defined as Ξ = ζ = 0, χ = h and −k 2 ν = h + 6η), in the radiation era, using the background solution discussed above. Lets also define the following dimensionless variables : x = kt, v = kθ, u = kα, σ = 
where the photon shear as well as higher moments of the Boltzmann hierarchy are vanishingly small due to the tight-coupling of photons to baryons and are ignored. Likewise the fluid equations for neutrinos are
where higher moments of the Boltzmann hierarchy are small because they are of higher powers in expansions about x and are ignored. The scalar field evolves according to
The vector field obeys
Finally we need the two Einstein constraint equations
Adiabatic ansatz
The adiabatic mode is such that η → 1 for x → 0 while all other perturbations vanish in this limit (regularity assumption). The adiabatic mode ansatz η = 1+η 2 x 2 , h = h 2 x 2 solves the matter equations to give
(h 2 + 6η 2 )x 3 and σ ν = 2 15 (h 2 + 6η 2 )x 2 . We seek solutions to the scalar and vector field variables which are regular as x → 0. All the scalar and vector field terms in the Einstein constraint equations are then subdominant to lowest order in x and we can solve them to get h 2 = e −4φ i 2KF and η 2 = 10−15RK −4Sν 6(15RK +4Sν ) h 2 , where S ν = Ω0ν Ω0ν +Ω0γ . Now consider the scalar field equation (54) where the first term clearly dominates at early times because of the regularity condition on ϕ and y. Let y = y 0 x p for some power p ≥ 0 to leading order. We can then solve (54) to get
and using the above solution along with the one already found for h and δ into (55) we get
Since all terms above save the last one are regular as x → 0, then the u-term must also be regular which means that u = u 0 x l with l + m > 1. Since 0 < m < 1 and p > 0 , we have that 2 + p > m and m + p > m which means that as x → 0, the first term would always dominate over the second and third term and the above equation is reduced to
Now, the vector field equations become
where I have ignored the ϕ-terms because they are all ∼ x 2+p and so the h and η-terms always dominate them as x → 0. I have also kept only the leading u-term. Using (60) into (61) we get
where once again the ϕ-term has been ignored as it is of higher order than the h and η terms. Therefore consistency requires that q = 2 from which we get that the ϕ-term is of higher order than the E-term in (60) which gives l = 3. Hence, the u-term in (59) is of higher order and we get p = m. Reconstructing the full solution by using the above powers and matching coefficients then gives
2K Note that for standard TeVeS withφ i = 0 we get that E = 0 and α = 0 to this order. In this very special case E = O(3) and α = O(4) and depend on higher powers of h and η.
V. CONCLUSION
I have formulated the cosmological equations both at the background and linear perturbation level for a version of TeVeS theory with a generalized vector field action. Using an analytical solution to the background equations for a general family of scalar field functions I constructed the primordial adiabatic perturbation. The most general type of regular primordial perturnation is studied elsewhere [38] . These equations can be used to study large scale structure for these theories, to check whether there are stable versions of TeVeS which can agree with observations.
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